
Globalgap
L. History

Todays Globalgap was founded in 1997 as a Proactive Food Safety initiative responding

to a decade of food-scandals: not in solving concrete crises after their appearance - but
in looking in advance to risk factors within the Total Supply Chain from farm to fork. ln
the 80ies in Germany the public became increasingly aware of insufficient food controls
and sometimes even criminal acts. ln 1994 in the UK the Mad Cow Desease (BSE)

culminated in the threat that a possible epidemic might cause 10.000 people's death.

British retailers established a work-group to analyse their
buying-sources of the agro-sector to make sure that on those farms being suppliers for
retail no dangerous cross-overs of deseases might happen. The first informal inter-
national get-together took place in 1996 in Almeria/Spain to visit the sprawling plastic

greenhouses. The workshop was in search of ,,good agricultural practice (GAP)" for fruit
and vegetables . German retailers and staff of the EHI Retail lnstitute joined those
meetings.

In the UK the retailer SAFEWAY hosted the group. Quickly it became clear, that on the
one hand side a benchmark was needed; secondly that the benchmark had to be shared

by more than one retailer/supplier because farmers have to be able to supply different
retailers/markets; thirdly that the costs of control was a too high burden for the
partners to be taken individually. To be efficient as a system the workshop had to be

institutionalized and the control costs have to be shared.

It was the EHI-CEO of that time (Prof.Dr.B.Hallier) who offered free space for a coordi-
nating office in Cologne and Dr.K.Moeller as a coordinator. At this stage retailers like

Ahold/Netherlands, Migros/Switzerland and Tesco/UK joined the EHI to help to finance
the kick-off of the EurepGap (European Retail Produce GAP). To demonstate the inter-
national character EHI appointed Nigel Garbutt from the UK to become the first Chair-

man of EurepGap and used English as the working language of the workshop.

ln L999 more than 15 retailers of Eurepgap did go on stage in a first Global Conference

being visited by 300 fruit and vegetable suppliers to whom the idea of third-party certifi-
cation was sold. As the first global interprofessional organization of ist kind in the fresh
produce sector, EurepGap established a comprehensive, simple and clear structure
covering all relevant market participants and stakeholders. The EurepGap Council and

Committees started with
- Standard setting
- Technical issues
- Scientific lssues

EurepGap registered as a Trademark in the function of a Certification Body. After trial
Audits in ltaly and Spain the first Cerificates were handed over at the Bologna-Confe-
renz in 2001,.

Once it became clear that the Gap-vision would be able to survive through its own
Membership and control fees - the working group was transformed into an own legal

entity by the name of FoodPLUS - with EurepGap as its first Trademark. BUT it is clear

from the beginning that it is not used as a Brand in the eyes of the consumers : it is a



trademark of food security - a benchmark which keeps the opportunities open for add-

ons for real brands. The pyramide of food security is :

- Legal standards as the lowest category
- EurepGap/GlobalGap as a benchmark
- lndividual Branding as an add-on

The success-story of EurepGap culminated in 2007 when at the Bangkok Conference the

name of the organization was shifted from the European perspective to a Global focus

and acceptance ; from now on it works under the trademark GlobalGap. ln 201-7 more

than 155.000 producers follow 37 Globalgap standards and programs operating in 119

countries. Globalgap is backed up by 48 NationalTechnical Working Groups, 36 accredi-

tation bodies, 145 certification bodies, more than 1.000 inspectors and more than 700

auditors.

2. Certification
Following the announcement in Paris in 1999 within the next two years two

accreditation bodies ( UKAS and RvA) as well as two certification bodies (SGS

AgroControl and CMI Checkmate lnternational/NSF) shaped the flrst full operational

EurepGap concept and controlled the pilot system.

It has to be kept in mind that Eurep-Gap/Globaläap is applied sciences and that local

circumstances and experiences do show discrepancies between theory and practical

implementations. Furtheron the whole system is in permanent adaption/improvement

due to the demands of the markets. Those changes could be segmented into three

Vectors :

- Vector 1 are the entargements in terms of product-categories. lt all started in

1997 with Citrus fruits - followed in 2003 by Flowers & Ornamentals, and Aqua-

cutture in 2004. Livestock was added in 2005 and Compound Feed Manufacturing

(CFM) in 2009. But also the development of Risk Assessment for Social Practices

(GRASP) in 2004 and the lntegrety Program in 2008 could be accounted into this

Vector.

- Vector 2 is standing for the globalization process in which regional differences

could be balanced by modifications into ChinaGap, ChileGap etc. - showing

in protocols the diffence measured by the benchmark-system ! tn this Vector

special highlights had been the China National Certification in 2004 and the

North America ChaPter in 20L0.

- The third Vector is the Permanent Evolution. The locaUnational but also

international experience is considered by EurepGap/Globa16ap by a permanent

development of the benchmarks: the launch of the Zero-Version was followed by

improvements by Version L, Version 2 etc. Part of this vector are also the
ticensed consultants to facilitate the preparation of farms for certification (Farm

Assurers) in ZOLL, the GlobalGap Academy in 20L2, as well as the Abu Dhabi



Declaration for food security with the SAI Platform in 2014, the first Consumer

Communication Channel in 2016 and the Future by Digitalization Discussion in

2077.

Certification bodies are selected based on :

- Strict independence
- Competence and structure that meet demands from accreditation bodies

- Auditor and lnspector Minimum Qualification
- Participation in Annual compulsory Globalgap training
- Signing an agreement with Globalgap reflecting the criteria and General

Regulation.


